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Elinchrom THREE
Always be ready when inspitarion strikes with the supremely compact and 
lightweight Elinchrom THREE. With only 1,65kg, the THREE merges 261Ws 
of capacity with features including Li-ion battery, USB-C active charging, 
TTL, HSS and a streamlined touch interface into a low profile housing.

Keep a low profile 
Add the versatility of an off-camera flash 
with the light shaping capabilities to any 
kit while maintaining a minimal footprint 
with the Elinchrom THREE. Similar in size 
and weight to a 70-200 zoom lens, the 
THREE is ready to travel with you  
anywhere and everywhere. 

 
Brave the elements 
The Elinchrom THREE utilizes a sealed  
Li-ion battery for maximum portablility 
and enhanced protection from the  
elements while on location. You are not 
tied tot spare batteries or chargers with 
the ability to charge from any USB-C 
source. 
 
Never loose momentum 
Capable of producing 525 full-power 
flashes on a single charge, the THREE is 
ready for longer shoots. Additionally the 
THREE can be connected to a  
power source and continue shooting 
while charging regardless of the battery’s 
power level, keeping your workflow  
uninterrupted. 
 

 
Your choice of light modifiers 
Engineered to use the newly developed 
Elinchrom OCF modifier mount, the 
Elinchrom THREE is compatible with most 
Profoto© OCF light shapers, expanding 
your selection of available light shaping 
tools. The included EL-Profoto adapter 
enables quick mounting to light modifiers 
using the traditional Elinchrom bayonet. 
 
Navigate swiftly 
With a touchscreen interface and a newly 
designed menu structure, experience a 
streamlined access to the THREE’s  
settings to ensure you never miss a 
chance to capture the moment.



Elinchrom THREE SPECIFICATIONS



Elinchrom THREE KITS

Elinchrom THREE ACCESSORIES

Off camera flash kit - EL20941

Off camera dual flash kit - EL20942

1x Elinchrom THREE 
1x Elinchrom Profoto adapter 
1x Elinchrom OCF Diffusion dome 
1x Elinchrom 65W USB-C charger 
1x Elinchrom USB-C cable 1,8m 
1x Elinchrom case 
2   Year warranty

2x Elinchrom THREE 
2x Elinchrom Profoto adapter 
2x Elinchrom OCF Diffusion dome 
2x Elinchrom 65W USB-C charger 
2x Elinchrom USB-C cable 1,8m 
1x Elinchrom backpack 
2   Year warranty

EL25112 
OCF Gel dome kit

EL25110 
OCF diffusion dome

EL26246 
Elinchrom OCF Adapter

EL33252 
Elinchrom ONE Backpack

EL26002 
OCF Barndoors

EL26246 
OCF Wide reflector


